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THE SWITZERLAND OF TOMORROW NEEDS INNOVATION

- Creating jobs with high added value
- Generating economic and societal value
- Initiating and protecting intellectual property
- Promoting disruptive business models
FOUR TYPES OF INNOVATION PROMOTION

START YOUR INNOVATION PROJECT

BE CONNECTED

START AND GROW YOUR BUSINESS

GO GLOBAL

WHAT WE DO

MOVING FORWARD WITH INNOSUISSE
START YOUR INNOVATION PROJECT

Innosuisse primarily supports science-based innovation projects conducted jointly by companies and research institutions. We offer both parties a flexible way of getting started.
Innosuisse supports entrepreneurial thinking through **targeted training programmes** and offers **personalized coaching** to start-ups and those interested in setting up a business.
Innosuisse engages innovation mentors and supports networks and events in important innovation fields in order to bring together Swiss SMEs and research partners.
GO GLOBAL

Innosuisse helps companies work together across national borders.
Why AAL?

- Since 2008
- Importance of international cooperation for a global societal issue
- Funding instrument for SME.
- Create societal value
- Switzerland does not participate in Small collaborative projects
Call 2020 process

- Info Day Call 2020
- Call launch 3 February
- Call deadline 22 May
- Communication of results
- Advisory and guidance through NCP
- National eligibility check
- National funding agreement
Swiss funding rules for AAL

Eligible organizations

- Swiss-based companies, SMEs and large companies
- End-user organization
- Universities and universities of applied sciences
- Research bodies are only eligible for funding if the consortium includes at least one eligible Swiss business partner or end-user organization

Funding rates

- 50% for SMEs, 25% for large companies
- 50%
- 50%
Swiss funding rules for AAL

Eligible costs for funding

- Wage costs based on the effective current salary, social costs (20%) and Overheads (15%)
- International travel costs for project meetings and conferences in relation to the AAL project
- Consumables
- Expenses for depreciation of fixed assets
- The work has to be performed in Switzerland
THANK YOU VERY MUCH

www.innosuisse.ch
larissa.beutler@innosuisse.ch